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PREFACE 

Tills work was Initiated as part of an ARPA Project.  The present 

Keraorandum reports on an experimental Investigation of human capabili- 

ties i;or color discrimination with simulated displays, and Is concerned 

wich stationary targets on a constant background. Further work Is re- 

quired to Investigate the effects of moving targets and variable back- 

grounds.  The present results should be applicable to other similar 

display situations In which color Is used as an additional dimension. 

Other reports describing various component parts of the ARPA pro- 

gram are:  a review of h-7ian color vision (RM-4196-ARPA), a discussion 

of subjective color phenomena (RM-4770-ARPA), reviews and Investiga- 

tions of the neurophyslological mechanisms of vision (RM-487C-ASPA, 

,.M-4877-ARPA, RM-4912-ARPA), and a color-film calibration procedure 

for use In the design of simulated displays (PM-5015-ARPA), 

One of the authors, A. Madansky Is President of the Market Plan- 

ning Corporation, Rockefeller Center, Kew York, and consultant to The 

RAND Corporation. 



SUMMARY 

An expertmental test of the color discrimination abl1ity of i 

group of untrained observers in a simulated display situation is de- 

scribed and the results are analyzed.  The questions posed for this 

investigation were:  (1) Is it meaningful to use the MacAdam results, 

scaled by an appropriate factor, to calculate color discrimination 

vectors for multi-image displays? and (2) If so, what Is the magnitude 

of the scaling factor? 

The experimental apparatus used was a static display system with 

widely separated, self-luminous 1/3-deg target spots in a dark 17-deg 

field. Just-noticeable-differences (JNDs) in saturation at constant 

brightness were determined for 39 subjects for each or six hue series 

about the 3200 K tungsten achromatic point. After correction for in- 

dividual guessing probabilities, the 39-subject mean JND data were 

graphically smoothed by fitting with an ellipse in the CIE 1931 (x,y) 

chromaticity diagram. This experimental ellipse was then compared 

with the appropriate MacAdam empirical ellipse derived from 2-deg bi- 

partite-field data. The results indicate that the answer to the first 

question above is affirmative. As for the second question, the scaling 

procedure obtained requires that the major axis of the MacAdam ellipse 

be multiplied by a factor of 4.5, accompanied by an increase of 15 deg 

in the eccentricity of the ellipse, ooth modifications being performed 

in the CIE 1960 Uniform Chromaticity Scale diagram. 

A combined graphical/analytical procedure employing the MacAdam 

ellipses is presented for use in the preliminary design of display 

systems for which the target spots are chromaticity encoded In the 

low-saturation region surrounding the achromatic point. 

The present results indicate that human chromaticity discrimina- 

tion ability is only moderately degraded for widely separated 1/3-deg 

target spots in a dark field subtending 17 deg. Evidence of tritanopic 

effects was found with the 1/3-deg targets, but these effects were 

moderate and are approxirately accounted for in the proposed scaling 

procedure. 
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The present results should be applicable to other similar display 

situations in which color is used as a means of encoding additional 

information. 
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INTRODÜCTION 

Color coding is used as £ discriminant in nany applications, al- 

though the full capability of the human observer for color discrimina- 

tion is seldom utilized. The increasing use of remote sensing devices 

emphasizes the need for Improved display systems allowing information 

from multiple sources to be conveyed in a usable form to the observer. 

Color encoding provides a means of adding information channels to con- 

ventional black-and-white displays. However, the se of this technique 

requires that the display designer know the color discrimination charac- 

teristics of those who will observe the display. 

In the present study, 39 selected observers were tested for their 

saturation thresholds on a  simulated operational display. The testing 

conditions may be classified with those of the "practical group" of 

investigations cited in the literature, wherein the subject performs 

color discrimination tasks under conditions identical with or similar 

to those of a practical task of interest. Another approach, which we 

shall refer to as the "laboratory group," consists of tests therein 

the subject (observer) compares adjacent regions of a visual field 

monocularly viewed through an artificial pupil (see Fig. 1). The labor- 

atory group tests allow substantially bettei experimental control, and 

the data generally reflect the inherent characteristicg of the human vi- 

sual system. Thus determined, the color discrimination capabilities of 

subjects are uniformly superior to those found with the practical-group 

tests. 

Unfortunately, laboratory-gro".p data generally cannot be applied 

with confidence to a practical situation without actual tests under the 

specific conditions of interest. This fact provides the impetus for 

many of the practical-group tests, in which a limited number of specific 

data are obtained to guide the application of the more extensive labor- 

atory-group data to the practical situation. This procedure is dictated 

by the fact that there is no satisfactory theory to permit the direct 

transformation of color discrimination results from one viewing situa- 

tion to a substantially different one. A more precise definiiion of the 

meaning of human color-discrimination capability will clarify this point. 
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Viewing Field 

Different Colors 

"Laboratory Group"  Investigations 

Practical Group"  Investigations 

Fig.l —Illustrative classification of color discrimination 
investigations into two g oups 



COLOR DISCRIMINATION 

The unqualified r.erm color discrimination refers to a visual dis- 

crimination based on any combination v. c the three psychological attri- 

butes uf a color percept, viz., its hue, saturation, and brightness. 

Considered as dimensions of color-perception space, these attributes 

comprise a coordinate system such as the cyiindrical-polar system shown 

in Fig. 2.  In such a system the angle 9 specifies the hue (H), the 

radial distance r specifies the saturation (S), and the vertical loca- 

tion z specifies the brightness (B,. of a color percept P(9,r,z).  In 

this space, the percept P is represented by the three-vector (H,S,B). 

If two visual atimuli evoke, under given viewing conditions, two 

similar color percepts P and Q which can jus«" be distinguished by the 

observer, then the directed line segment (i.e., vector) PQ is defined 

as the just noticeable difference (JND)  i the direction of PQ from 

either point P or point Q. The totality of 'he JNDs about a given point 

define a closed "discriniini.tion surface" surrounding the point. 

The color-percept space of Fig. 2 is purely psychological. This 

psychological space may be related to a psychophysical color-stimulus 

space, such as the standard CIE system, in which the coordinates of the 

point representing a color-stimulus constitute the vector 

(X,Y,Z) = fCE^x.y,!) (1) 

The stimulus vector is completely determined as a function of the spec- 

tral energy distributior   E,   of  the radiation constituting  the stimulus, 

and the defined color-mix».ure properties  (x,y,2)  cf the CIE Stfindard 

Observer, 

If the relationship between the two spaces were unique,   the stand- 

ard CIE system could be used directly to express  the JNDs determined in 

color-percept space.    However,   the relationship 1    not unique.    The 

three-vector  (H,S,B)  representing a color-percept may be operationally 

defined as 

(H.S.B)    -    gCE^.g.b.n,^) (2) 
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Flg.2—Color perception space with coordinates 
öthue),  r (saturation), and Z (brightnes:) 
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where (r,gjb) are the color-mixture properties of the actual observer, 

Q represents the psychophysiologlcal history and present state of the 

actual observer, and £ represents the conditions of the actual viewing 

situation. Hence, only by holding the experimental parameters (r,g,b, 

Q,^) fixed can the percept vector (H,S,B) be meaningfully represented 

by the stimulus vector (X,Y,2).  Further, since the functional form of 

Eq. (2) is not known, the experimental results for a given set of para- 

metric values cannot in principle be adjusted to apply to conditions 

represented by a new set of parametric values. The experiment must be 

perforned again under the new conditions. 

Investigators of human color perception have sought to minimize 

or control the effects if parametric variations on their results, by 

developing standard procedures for experimentation and reporting. The 

parametric set (r,g,b,^ Z) may be regrouped into two subsets, the situ- 

ation parameters (E) which can be objectively specified and controlled, 

and the observer parameters (r,g,b,Q) which can be measured (at least 

partly) and reported, if not controlled. In one situation subset (Z) 

widely used for laboratory-group investigations, the observer's head is 

clamped in a rigid apparatus that presents a monocular bipartite visual 

field.  In such a situation, (Z) can be reproduced from session to ses- 

sion during an experiment and can be duplicated in another laboratory. 

However, this (Z) is not representative of the (Z) under more common 

viewing conditions (e.g., watching TV from an easy chair). 

There are two widely used standard procedures for handling the ob- 

server subset (rjg.b,^). The first makes use of very few observers 

(typical'y, the in estigator alone) and provides detailed measures of 

characteristics of their visual systems.  This procedure allows ua to 

determine what might be called the "actual visual system" of the ob- 

server (s). The second procedure makes use of many observers and treats 

the data statistically to determine the "probable visual system" of a 

typical observer. The first procedure is most applicable to the labor- 

atory-group investigations and is used primarily by psychophysicists. 

The second has a general application and is used primarily by psycholo- 

gists. This latter is the bettor choice for practical-group investiga- 

tions. 



Ore of the best known and most widely ustd sets of laboratory-group 

color discrimination data is that of MaoAdam   and Brown--MacAdam;  ' 

the data are obtained principally from a single observer. These data 

invite ide use for two reasons:  (1) the single observer used has been 

shown^"' to be "typical" cf the general color-normal population; and (2) 

the data have been fitted^  by analytical expressions tbit permit rapid 

calculations of JNDs in any region of (X,Y,Z) color space. Hence, If 

these laboratory-group data can be applied to a practical-group situa- 

tion of design interest by the use of an experimentally determined 

scaling factor, considerable effort can be saved in experimentation and 

in design calculations. 

The present investigation assumes that such a procedure may be fol- 

lowed for conventional display situations. This assumption appears to 

be justified by earlier investigations reported in the literature, and 

receives additional confirmation from the present investigation — a 

point that we shall subsequently discuss In detail. 

Hence, the purpose of our investigation was to determine the scaling 

factor for the MacAdam a .alytica1. expressions for calculating JNDs in 

the colors of stationary, separated targets on a typical display under 

simulated operational conditions. 
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II.  APPARATUS 

DISPLAY SYSTEM 

The experimental configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 3. 

Rear projection was used to allow images to be viewed directly without 

the use of mirrors or prisms, and to Simula i  more closely actual dis- 

play hardware. The display format selected was 12 by 15 in., a comfort- 

able and realistic size for an ubserver seated approximately 40 in. from 

the display. A rear-projection material was chosen to give diffuse 

light transmission. This material has a transmissivity of approximately 

50 pefcent, and is spectrally nonselective throughout the wavelength 

range of 0.38 to 0.76 microns. The rear-projection format was cencer d 

in a wooden enclosure painted flat black to eliminate a surround. The 

opening at the viewing end of the enclosure is 26 in. wide by 20 in. 

high and the rear-projection for-nat is recessed to a depth of 8 in. 

The light path between projector and viewing box was covered to reduce 

stray light from the projection system. 

A 3i-by-4-in. lantern-slide projector, fitted with a 500-watt, 

3200 K tungsten i-Tp, was used to project test slides on the rear- 

projection format. The lamp was changed every 10 hours of operation 

to prevent the reduction of color temperature by i.amp aging. Line 

voltage to the projector was cnecked periodically and was found to 

stay within the range of 117--120 volts ac. The color temperature 

of a tungsten lamp operated at 120 volts varies approximately 10 K 

par volt. 

The test slides, which are discussed fully in the next section, 

each contained four small images arranged in a rectangular configura- 

tion. The uniformicy of illumination in the four corresponding re- 

gions of the screen ;as checked with a Weston Illumination Meter, 

Model 756, fitted with a Viscor filter with a spectral sensitivity 

comparable to that of the eye. The illumination in each of the four 

regions, measured on the side toward the observer with two clear pieces 

of slide glass in the carrier, was 170 ± 3 foot-candles. All test 

slides were enclosed in two such pieces of glass. The ambient illumi- 

nation in the room where the observer was seated was 2 foot-candles. 
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As indicated schematically in Fig. 3, the subject was positioned 

centrally without restricting his freedom of normal tonus oy means of 

a string-and-tape alignment device. These teating and viewing condi- 

tions were chosen to simulate those of conventional display systems. 

TEST SLIDES 

The layout and dimensions of the image format as seen by the ob- 

server are shown in Fig. 4.  Each test spot subtended approxinately 20 

min of arc at the observer. The chromaticity and luminosity of each of 

the four 1/4-inch diameter images projected by each test slide were 

controlled by means of Wratten color-compensating (CC) and neutral den- 

sity (ND) filters. 

The test slides were of two types, dummy and hued. Dummy slides 

had identical neutral-dersity filters in each of the four test-spot lo- 

cations. Hence the image format presented four test spots of equal lu- 

minosity and zero saturation referred to the chromaticity of the pro- 

jection-light source as the achromatic point. The chromaticity coordi- 

nates of the achromatic point are (x = 0.4167, y = 0.3967) as computed 

from the spectral-energy distribution curve furnished by the manufac- 

turer of the projection lamp. The location of the achromatic point 

(herein called "neutral") on the standard CIE Chromaticity Diagram is 

shown in Fig. 5. 

On hued slides, one of the four test spots was given a nonzero 

saturation with one of the six series of (CC) filters:  red, yellow, 

green, cyan, blue, and magenta. The location and dominant wavelength 

of each of these six CC series are shown on the chromaticity diagram 

in Fig. 5. The three remaining test spots on a hued slide were given 

zero saturation with neutral filters, and had luminosities approximately 

equal to that of the hued spot.  Hence, with the hued slides the image 

format presented four test spots of approximately equal luminosity, one 

of which had nonzero saturation with one of the six hues, and three of 

which had zero saturation. 

To construct the test slides, a piece of brass shimstock was cut 

to fit a standard 3\-hy-U-in.   lantern-slide glass binder. The shim- 

stock was then drilled with four holes whose size and location rendered 
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Fig.4—Image format as seen by the observer 
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Flg.5—Locstion of six test hue series on CIE chromaticity diagram 
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a projected image size and position as shown in Fig. 4. Small pieces 

of CC and ND gelatin filters were then cemented to the shimstock, cover- 

ing the holes completely; care was taken to ensure that cement was kept 

clear of the holes. The shimstock was then sandwiched between two pieces 

of slide glass and the slide binder was assembled. 

The Wratten CC filters are available in nominal saturations of 

0.025, 0.050, 0.100, 0.200, and 0.300 for the red, yellow, cyan, and 

magenta hues, and in nominal saturations of 0.050, 0.100, 0.200, and 

0.300 for the green and blue hues. Combinations were used to produce 

the smallest possible saturation steps in each hue series. The luminous 

transmittance to a 3?00 K tungsten source of the CC filter combination 

used en the hued spot of each hued test slide was matched as closely as 

possible on the three nonhued spots by means of availc.;ile Wratten ND 

filter combinations. 

The filter combinations used, the chromaticities, and the luminous 

transmittances of all test slides are listed in Table 1. The perr >ntage 

difference in luminous transmittance between the hued spot and the three 

neutral spots is given in the last column for each test slide. Also 

listed for each hued test spot is the actual length of the saturation 

vector measured from the achromatic point on the CIE diagram. The lo- 

cations of these hued spots are shown on an enlarged portion of the CIE 

chromaticity diagram in Fig. 6. 

Chromaticity data were computed for the CC filters from published 

transmission curves. Several of the filters were selected at random 

and subjected to actual spectrophotoi etric examination, and were found 

to be in excellent agreement with published transmission data. A com- 

puter program was written to facilitate reduction of the spectrophoto- 

metric data to chromaticity data. 

Since the fabrication procedure for the test slides was restricted 

to available Wratten gelatin filters, the luminosity could not be held 

constant among the 62 test slides, although the control on each slide was 

generally satisfactory. Hence the range of slide spot luminances as seen 

by the observers wag 105 to 160 foot-lamberts, i.e., 113 to 173 milll- 

lamberts. The resulting luminance range at the observer's eye was 13 
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to 19 niL.  These values were calculated by multiplying the screen il- 

luminance of 170 foot-cmdles by the individual spot luminous transmit- 

tances listed in Table 1. The rear-projection screen is essentially a 

perfect diffuser at near normal view. The range in slide transmittance 

was 0.62 to 0.93. Luminosity effects on the subject test data are con- 

sidered in Section V. 
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TIL,     PROCEDURE 

SUBJECTS 

Most of th«a subjects were selected from a group oi volunteers from 

the professional staff at RAND. In addition, some children were in- 

cluded in the test to extend the age group of test subjects to a range 

of 10--45 years. Four of the suojects were involved in other phases of 

the color discrimination study, and thus had a professional interest in 

the results. The remainder of the subjects had only a general interest 

in color and color vision, and were not experienced test subjects. A 

total of 39 subjects completed the test series. 

Several standard clinical tests were given to prospective subjects 

in order to select a group that was fairly uniform with regard to bi- 

nocular perception: 

1. Ishihara Pseudo-Isochromatic Test.  Each subject was given the 

Ishihara test under the conditions of low illumination to be 

used in the final experimental environment.  If four or more 

of the 12 test plates were missed, the person was eliminated 

as a test subject. 

2. Howard Vocational Test Chart. Visual acuity for near vision 

was tested both binocularly and monocularly using the Howard 

Vocational Test Chart. The chart was viewed at a distance of 

32 Inches under the same illumination as that to be used in 

the test tnvironment. Only subjects with a (corrected) acuity 

of 20/30 or better in each eye were selected. 

3. Vectoluminator (Polaroid 3-D) and Cheiroscope. These were used 

to test near vision for fusion, suppression, and simultaneous 

binocular perception. Subjects who did not pass were elimi- 

nated from further testing. 

After finishing the ^oior discrimination experiment, each subject 

was given a written questionnaire concerning his subjective impressiors 

about the test, his methods of deciding upon responses, and his personal 

interest in color or vision, all of which might have affected his per- 

formance on Che test. The qaestionnaire was scored to provide several 
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indices which were subsequently correlated to the subject's color-dis- 

crimination performance. The questionnaire and scoring procedure are 

reproduced \n Appendix I. 

PRE-TEST INSTRUCTIONS 

The subject was seated before the display apparatus and instructed 

to assume a comfortable position. No restrictions on body movement were 

mentioned except that the subject was to remain seated and was not to 

lean forward. The subject was instructed to inform the experimenter if 

at any time during the test he became uncomfortable. 

The experimenter explained that he would project on the screen a 

series of slides on which four spots of lights arranged in a rectangu- 

lar format would appear. One of the spots might appear different in 

color from the others. If so, the subject was to call out the position 

of the one different spot -- whether upper right, upper left, lower right, 

or lower left -- and the next slide would be shown.  If no difference 

could be detected, the subject was to respond by saying "no difference," 

and the test would proceed.  If no response was made within 10 seconds, 

the experimenter would assume that no difference could be detected and 

would proceed to the next slide.  Several sample slides in which there 

were obvious color differences were ther displayed to the subject to 

ensure that he understood the procedure. 

It was emphasized to the subject that he was not required to recog- 

nize or name a particular color, but marely to detect a color difference 

between one spot and the other three. He was told that each slide would 

appear for only 10 seconds, and that he should call out his first im- 

pression without repeated study of the images. He was asked not to 

guess, but to indicate any difference that he perceived, no matter how 

slight. The experimenter made no comment on the co-^-ectness of the re- 

sponses . 

In response to recent pleas for more complete reporting on pre- 

test instructions to the subjects., the Instructions used in the present 

investigation are reproduced in full in Appendix II. 
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TEST METHOD 

The ability of the 39 subjects to diacriminate saturation differ- 

ences was measured by the method ot constant stimulus difference. This 

method has been recommended by Siegel   as tu, beat psychophysical pro- 

cedure for color discrimination investigations. The method of constant 

stimulus difference requires the use of a random series of fixed stimuli. 

Each observation leads to a judgment and each judgment is completely in- 

dependent of the othen. The observer is given no clue about the hue 

of the next stimulus presentation. Hence there is less chance for errors 

of anticipation and habituation to  distort the observer's response cri- 

teria. 

An additional requirement of the method of constant stimulus dif- 

ference is that a minimum range of correct response frequencies from 

15 percent to 85 percent be included in the series. The inclusion of 

these end points serves to anchor the observer's judgments and rein- 

force his criteria. J    The JND in saturation is arbitrarily defined 

as the saturation difference for the 50-percent point on a plot of fre- 

quency of correct response versus saturation difference. 

The presentation sequences of the test-slides are shown In Fig. 7, 

which is a reproduction of the data sheet used in the investigation. 

Four sequences (AtB,C,D) were used for each subject. The first half 

of each sequence (Al,81,01,01) began with slide number I and proceeded 

in ascending order until a saturation group was reached for which the 

subject responded correctly to all hued slides. The sequence was then 

reversed and the slides were presented in descending order, terminating 

with slide number 1 for the second half of each sequence (A2,82,02,D2). 

Although ten saturation groups totaling 62 slides were available, it 

was generally necessary to use only the first eight groups, totaling 

48 slides.  Hence each subject made a total of at least 384 decisions. 

The entire test generally took about one hour for each subject. It was 

found that this was best broken into two half-hour sessions to avoid 

subject fatigue or boredom. 

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the hue sequence and locatior of the 

dummy in each saturation group were randomized. The locations of the 
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hued spots were changed in each of the four sequences so that a given 

;e8t spot appeared in ail four possible locations in a complete test 

series. 

The sequences used effectively satisfied the condition of random 

presentation of saturation-differences for each hue required by the 

method of constant stimulus difference. This resulted from three fac- 

tors:  (1) the subjects were unaware of the ascending/descending order 

in saturation differences, (2) the six different hues, each with a dif- 

ferent JND, were handled simultaneously, and (3) the frequent inclusion 

of the dunsay slides reinforced the subject's awareness of low-saturation 

slides. The joint result of these factors was an effectively random 

presentation so far as the subject was concerned. 

The validity of this procedure is confirmed by an analysis of the 

responses to the dummy slides. If a subject is aware of an ascending 

order of saturation differences, he will readily identify the dummy 

slides as such in the high-saturation groups. Calling a hued response 

to a dummy slide a "guess," one would thus expect a substantial decrease 

in the number of guesses for the high-saturation groups. The data did 

not indicate that this occurred. T le 2 presents the number of guesses 

on the dummy slides by saturation group and by response location for 

each of the 39 subjects. With few exceptions (notably Subjects 9, 12, 

13, 32) there is no significant decrease in guessing rate with increas- 

ing saturation. This conclusion was verified statistically by applying 
2 

a T test. Hence, despite a wide intersubject variation in tendency to 

guess, the guessing rate of each subject was sensibly constant over 

saturation groups. This result verifies the effectiveness of the pro- 

cedure as a method of constant stimulus difference, and furthermore pro- 

vides a means of correcting each subject's performance for the effects 

of guessing. The latter is discussed in the following section on Re- 

sults. 
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IV.  RESULTS 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

The number of correct responses to the hued tejt  slides is pre- 

sented in Table 3 for each of the 39 subjects. As noted in the section 

on Procedure, each hued slide was presented a total of 8 times to each 

subject. Hence an entry of "8" in Table 3 indicate a correct-response 

frequency of unity. 

Means and standard deviations of tie correct-response frequencies 

for ch ! 39-subject data are plotted in Figs. 8a—8f ao a  function oi 

saturation vector length for the six hues red, yellow, green, cyan, 

blue, and magenta. The smooth curves faired through the mean data in 

each plot are typical of psychophysical frequency curves. 

The standard deviations plotted in Fig. 8 are measures of the inter- 

subject variability in saturation-discrimination ability, and are not 

indicative of experimental scatter. For example, from Fig. 8a the CIE 

vector lengtl for JND toward the red is 0.0064 for the mean data. How- 

ever, a cur v., faired through the mean +a points would give a JND of 

0.0048, whereas one through the mean -a points would give 0.0084. This 

± 30 percent variation in discrimination ability for a given hue indi- 

cate! that for an operational display system, some selection procedure 

might be used to obtain a group of observers of reasonably uniform 

ability. 

Correction for Guessing 

The influence of one intersubject variable on the test results may 

be reduced by applying a correction procedure. This variable is the 

subject's tendency to guess the location of a hued spot when no differ- 

ences ?re apparent to him among the four test spots. Since no penalty 

is assessed for incorrect responses, it is reasonable to assume that a 

subject who guesses frequently will be assigned an artificially high 

discrimination ability in the data lead: • to Fir.  8. 

The effect of guessing may be remo ed from each subject's data by 

the following procedure.  It was assumed for the high-saturation groups, 
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Fig. 8E — Experimental results for blue (uncorrected data) 
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where a subject always responded correctly to a hued slide, that the 

saturation difference ws obvious to him and no guessing was involved. 

Hence no correction for guessing was applied to a subject's data for 

each hue at and above the saturation vector length LOT  which a sustained 

correct-response frequency of unity was attained. 

Next, it was assumed that the probability P  that a pufaject would 
o 

guess given that no spot appeared obviously different to him may be ex- 

pressed by 

total hued responses to dummy slides . 
g " 64 U) 

The quantity P was calculated for each sabjict using the dummy-slide 
O 

data for saturation Groups 1--VIII (64 dummy-slide presentations). 

Tinally. it was assutnftd that the saturation vectors for Group I were 

far enough below the JNDs for each hue so that no spot in Group I slides 

appeared obviously different to the subject.  Reference to Table 3 shows 

this to be a sound assumption, with the possible exception of magenta. 

Now if P is the probability that a subject will guess when looking 
G       i 

;,c a haed slide, 1/4 P is the probability of a correct guess. Hence, 
G 

if P is his probability of a correct response, the probability P of 

a saturation discrimination is given by 

PD = Pc - I PG (4) 

where P is the frequency of correct response given by the uncorrected 

data 01  Table 3.  Under the preceding assumptions, P = P for Group I 

saturations and P = 0 at the first jatura^lon group where sustained 

unity performance is attained for that hue.  Linear interpolation yields 

P for intervening groups under the assumption that the number of non- 
Q 

obvious presentations decreases with increasing saturation.  Each hue 

is treated separate.y for each subject. 

As an example of the procedure, consider the following: 
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Subject #2 
Hue: Yellow 
No, of Dummy Huesses: 
Group at which P = 1: 

21 (Table 2) 
7 (Table 3) 

Group No. 

Uce of Eq. (4) ;nd Table 3 yields; 

Group 

Pg =0.33 

I 0.25 0.33 0.17 
II 0.25 .28 .18 

III 0.625 .22 .57 
IV 1.00 .16 .96 
V 1.0C .11 .S7 

VI 0.75 .06 ,74 
VII 1.00 .00 1.00 
VIII 1.00 .00 1,00 

The data for all 39 subjects were corrected in thit, fashion to remove 

the effects cf guessing 

Correlation Coefficients 

The assumptions of the correction procedure for guessing, outlined 

above, receive additional corroboration from the post-test questionnaire 

analysis, the results of which are summarized in Table 4.  The details 

of the scoring procedure used to obtain the tabulated values of the nine 

indices fcr the 32 subjects who completed the questionnaire ate given 

in Appendix I. Also listed xn Table 4 are the number of guesses (i.e., 

hued responses to dummy slides) and for each hue the saturation group 

at which incorrect responses to hued slides began.  The latter may be 
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regarded as an inverse index of subject performance in the saturation 

discrimination task: The better a subject's performance, the lower the 

saturation group number at which a correct-response frequency of unity 

is attained. 

The post-test questionnaire provides two indices of a subject's 

tendency to guess. The Guessing Index was designed as a direct measure 

of this tendency. The Criteria Index was designed to measure the sever- 

ity of a subject's criteria for u hued response and is thus an inverse 

index of the guessing tendency. Correlation coefficients between the 

Criteria and Guessing Indices and subject performance measures are given 

in Table 4. Also shown are the correlations between the two indices 

and the number of dummy-slide guesses. All these correlations support 

the assumptions that guessing enhances performance and that the number 

of dummy guesses provides a probability measure of guessing rate. 

Table 4 also presents correlation coefficients between the seven 

remaining questionnaire indices and subject perforu^nce measures. Of 

the seven, only two appear to have significant correlations:  the Sys- 

temic Index and the Attitude Index. The former is a measure of possible 

general physiological influence (principally whether the iujject is a 

smoker or is undergoing chemotherapy) and the correlations indicate pos- 

sible performance degradation. The Attitude Index was designed to pro- 

vide a direct measure of -i subject's favorable attitude toward test 

participation, and the correl?'Ions indicate that the more favorably 

disposed subjects tend to perform better. 

The distribution of the correlation coefficients by age-group and 

sex is given in Table 5. No significant variation occurs for these sub- 

groups, and the comments of the preceding two paragraphs apply to the 

subgroup coefficients as well. Table 5 does indicate a possible signif- 

icance for the Adaptive Index not apparent from Table 4; namely, that 

the e is some performance degradation for those subjects who do not 

easily tolerate wide va-iations in illumination levels. 

While no quantitative significance is attributed to the individual 

correlation coefficients listed in Tables 4 and 5. the pattern for the 

particular indices discussed above supports the data-handling procedures 
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used herein and indicates the fruitfulness of devising suitable screen- 

ing procedures for selecting observers in operational systems. 

Summary of Results 

Means and standard deviations of the discrimination probabilities 

P for the 39-subject data after correction for guessing are plotted in 
is 

Figs. 9a--9f as a function of saturation vector length for the six hues 

red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and magenta. The curves in Fig. 9 are 

smooth fits to the means. These curves are presented in a summary plot 

in Fig. 10 for intercomparison. The length of the group-mean JND satu- 

ration vector for each of the six hues may be read directly from Fig. 

10 at P - 0.50. 

The JND results presented in Figs. 9 and 10 may be summarized in 

the following table; 

SUMMARY OF JND RESULTS FOR A STATIC DISPLAY 

Hue Mean JND JND - a JND + a 

Magenta 0.0050 0.0044 0.0066 
Red .0069 .0056 .0088 
Green .0089 .0069 .0116 
Blue .0100 .0075 .0135 
Cyan .0105 .0088 .0148 
Yellow .0153 .0130 .0190 

The entries in the above table are CIE vector lengths measured from 

the achromatic point (x ■ 0.4167, y - 0.3967) in the direction of the 

dominant wavelength of the appropriate hue. This format is more con- 

venient for design calculations than a percent-saturation mode of ex- 

pression. 

It is evident from Fig. 9 that the determination of JNDs for the 

six hues is not uniformly precise. This is a direct consequence of re- 

stricting the test slide fabrication to the available Wratten CC filter 

series, as discussed in Section II. As a result, only the yellow, cyan, 

and possibly the red series have a sufficient number of properly spaced 

stimuli to provide high precision in the JND determinations. The green 
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Fig. 9A - Experimental results for red (corrected for guessing) 
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Fig. 9B — Experimental results for yellow (corrected for guessing) 
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Fig. 9C - Experimental results for green (corrected for guessing) 
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and blue series suffer from a lack of sufficient stimuli, though the 

stimuli used are properly spaced.  Saturation discrimination is very 

sensitive for the magenta used, and this series suffers from a lack of 

sufficient short-vector-length stimuli. 

ihe expense of fabricating special filters to correct the foregoing 

deficiencies was judged to be unwarrantti for two reasons.  First, an 

increased sophistication of stimulus spacing would be rather pointless 

unless accompanied by a more precise control of stimulus brightness and 

the subject's state of adaptation.  Second, the data obtained with avail- 

able filters are regarded as adequate to answer the experimental ques- l 

tions posed by this investigation, to wit;  Can the MacAdam results be 

scaled to predict JNDs for the static display format; and if so, what 

are the appropriate scaling factors? The adequacy of the present re- 

sults for design purposes is discussed in Section V. 

FACTORS AFFECTING RESULTS 

Brightness Variations 

Two possible effects of brightness variation on the test results 

must be considered.  First, the brightness of the test spots decreased 

with increasing saturation group, as shown in Table 1, causing a varia- 

tion in luminance at the observer's ey« from about 13 to 19 mL for slides 

1 through 48.  Saturation JND has been shown to vary inversely with 

brightness level below about 1 mL,  '  lut remains conscant over the 
(7) 

brightness range of 1 to 11 mL.    The latter range of data does not 

quite extend to the present case, but we note that the brightness JND 

behaves similarly to the saturation JND at low brightness levels, then 
(9) 

remains constant from 1 to 100 mL.    This indicates that u  satura- 

tion JND might also be constant at the higher brightness levels; on this 

basis, the brightness variation among the test slides would have had a 

negligible effect on the saturation JND results. 

The second possible effect could be due to the brightness differ- 

ence between the neutral spots and the colored spot on each individual 

test slide.  The limitations of available materials precluded a precise 
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lutninosity match, and hence the  colored spots always exhibited a bright- 

ness difference as well as a saturation difference when compared with 

the neutral spots.  The percentage differnces in lurainosir.y are shown 

in the list column of Table 1.  Except for Group VII, where an error was 

•nade during fabrication, the luminosity differences are typically about 

1 percent.  Of the 40 hued slides, 26 hsve colored spots of lower lumi- 

nocity tLan the neutrals, and 14 have colored spots of higher luminosity 

than the neutrals. 
(8) 

Walraven   has shown that the brightness JNJ) is about 1 percent 

for a single test spot against an adjacent comparison field, with spot 

size and brightness level comparable to the conditions used in the 

present investigation.  If the brightness discrimination mechanism were 

equrlly sensitive in the more complex display format used here, the lu- 

minosity differences noted above would have the effect of lowering the 

apparent saturation JND by increasing the discrimination probability P 

for the colored spots whose luminosity differs by 1 percent o.- more from 

their neutral reference spots.  However, the  data of Fig. 9 fail to ex- 

hibit such a correlation. Tha yellow series. Fig. 9b, and .he cyan 

series. Fig. 9d, with their large JNDs, afford a good test of any sig- 

nificaat intrusion of the brightness discrimination mechanism into the 

data.  Examination of the first six datJ points (which determine the 

JNDs) in each of these two series for deviations from the snootli curves 

fails to support the possible brightness effect described above; some 

of th^ data points that should he "high" £re "high," s^me are "low," 

and some are "unaffected." 

Henco we conclude that the luminosity differences in the test slides 

were not large enough to significantly affect '.he saturation JND deter- 
(2  8) 

minatitns.  This result agrees with the implications of previous work,  : 

where JNDs for combined brightness-saturation differences were plotted 

as regular ellipsoids about the comparison point. By analogy, the larger 

saturation JNDs for the more complex viewing conditions of the present 

investigation would be iccompanied by larger brightness JNDs, and hence 

the brightness differences present it  the cest  slides were subliminal. 

It is important to note that this cc iclusion has design signifi- 

cance ior display systems comparable to the one used in the present 
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investigation, since it indicates that holding the brightnesses of mul- 

tiple spots conatint to within about 1 percent will not affect the in- 

terspot saturation JNDs in an operational system.  This constitutes s 

substantial relaxation in brightness tolerance over that resulting from 

a direct application of the bipartite-field data. 

Evidence of Learning 

Since a complete test serief for each subject consisted essentially 

of 8 replicated runs, a significant learning effect would be manifested 

by better pe forcance in the eighth trial than on the first.  The data 

do not exhibit any su. h correlation; hence it is concluded that there 

is no evidence for a learning effect in the present results. 

Location of Achromatic Point 

Sproson^  ' has investigated subjective "white" under various con- 

ditions of daylight and tungsten illumination.  He found that acceptable 

whi.es tor most conditions lie within an ellipse on the CIE chromaticity 

diagram enclosing the blacKbody curve from about 3000 to 4000 K.  The 

reference achromatic (or "white") spot at 3200 K chosen for the present 

investigation lies, well within this subjective "white" area. 

Viewing Time 

''ll) Siegel*1   has tested color discrimination ability as a function 

of viewing time using a bipartite field and drained observers.  He found 

Miat performance improved with increased viewing time, but leveled off 

for viewing times of about 5 seconds. However, the standard deviation 

decreased with increased viewing time only up to about 1 second, and 

then beg^n to increase again.  Siegel concluded that an optimum viewing 

time for bipartite fields is about 0.2 sec, since performance did not 

change significantly for longer exposures. 

Since in the present investigation the subjects were required to 

compare four separated spots, a longer viewintj time would be required 

for optimum results.  As discussed in Section III, a new slide was pre- 

sented as soon as the subject made a respont  or after 10 seconds 
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viewing time if no response was made by then. Most responses were made 

in substantially less than the 10 sec allowed, and about 5 sec viewing 

time would appear to be ^equate for the complexity of the display sys- 

tem used in the present i.-sts.  Differences not detected within this 

viewing time can be considered subliminal. 

Spot Size 

The effect of spot size on saturation JND for adjacent fields has 
(3) been investigated by Walraven, '  who found a small-field triti.nopia ef- 

fect for spot sizes less than about 1/3 to 1/2 deg of arc.  Hence dis- 

crimination ability in the yellow-blue direction becomes progressively 

worse with decreasing diameter than that in the red-green direction. 

This indicates that test spots subtending less than 1/3 deg should not 

be used in display systdns. On the other hand, an operational display 

system must be capable of handling a fairly large number of target spots 

without overlap within a total viewing field of ibout 20 deg. and hence 

the target spots cannot be substantially larger than 1/3 deg each. The 

present investigation used 1/3-deg spots, and the results snould be ap- 

plicable for target spots up to 1/2 deg. Althmigh larger spots do not 

seem applicable to display systecis comparable to ours, their correspon- 

ding saturation JNDs would probably differ from those reported herein. 

The tritanopic effect is discussed further in Section V. 

Adaptation 

The subjects were adequately dark-adapted before the v.3u3 to an 

ambient illumination of ? foot-candles, the chromaticity of which was 

essentially that of the test achromatic point. The test screen sur- 

round was at ambient illumination.  The controlling influence on any 

chromatic adaptation of the subjects during the test series was thus 

the test spots themselves.  This is the most favorable adaptive condi- 

tion for detecting chromaticity differences.  An adaptive surround with 

p  luminance comparable to that of the test spots could have a substan- 

tial effect on the JND in chromaticity, and caution should be used in 

applying the present results for a dark surround to such viewing situ- 

ations . 
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V.  DISCUSSION 

CUMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

WJ know of no previous work that is directly comparable to the 

present investigation.  Howevsr, there are three groups of publidhed 

results that may be related to the RAND studies.  The similarities and 

differences of these investigations will now be 'iscussed in some de- 

tail. 

The first group of related data is typified by the investigations 

of MacAdam   and Wslraven   previously cited.  Both used monocular 

viewing with an artificial pupil and the method of adjustment with ad- 

jacent comparison fields.  One would expect that thedj test conditions 

would result in smaller JNDs than those found with th-j more complex 

viewing conditions of the RAND studies.  Furthermore, MacAdam's target 

size of 2 deg would be expected to yield smaller JNDs than Walraven's 

smaller (23') target.  Since .  latter is comparable to the 20' tar- 

gets used in our investigation, the principal distinction of Walraven's 

tests is their use of the more sensitive viewing conditions. 
(12) 

The results of Halsey and Chapanis,    which are typical of the 

second group of da^, are from tests that involved color matching by 

comparison of an 18' central target of one hue with 170 other hues dis- 

tributed over the CIE chromaticit; diagram, each presented as an 18' 

target arrayed in a surround within a total viewing field of 35 deg. 

Binocular viewing with a natural pupil was employed. Confusion con- 

tours were drawn on the CIE chromaticity diagram for 58 of the tar- 

gets, and various levels of confusion from 2.5 percent to 80 percent 

were determined.  Subtracting the Halsey-Chapanis confusion levels from 

100 percent yields frequency-of-correct-response measures for compari- 

son with the present results.  The more complex display system used by 

Halsey and Chapanis would be expected to yield larger JNDs than the 

RAND studies. 

The third group of data related to the present investigation comes 

from tests involving the color naming of signal lights.  Such tests have 

been performed by Holmes/13'14) Hill/15) McNicholas,(16) and Halsey. (17) 
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Typically, in this type of test a simulated signal light is flashed in 

a darkened room and the observer is required to name itr hue from a 

list of poASlblJ hues plus white.  Thus, although many of the test con- 

ditions differ from those of the RAND tests, the contour on the CIE 

chromaticity diagram that encloses the signals called "white" may be 

considered essentially the area where observers cuuld not detect any 

of the givep hues. Regarded ?s tests for saturation discrimination, 

the results would be expected to give the largest JNDs of all the in- 

vestigations considered. 

A summary of the test parameters for four of the above experiments 

selected as most relevant to the present investigation is shown in 

Table 6 along with the RAND test parameters for comparison. The list- 

ing in Table 6 is in order of expected decreasing sensitivity. 

The results of the five investigations listed in Table 6 are plot- 

ted as frequency-of-correct-response versus CIE vector length in Fig. 

11. MacAdam and Walraven published only their resultant JNDs (defined 

differently); hence their frequency curves cannot be drawn and these 

data appear as points in Fig. II. 

The Halsey and Chapanis curves in Fig. 11 were obtained from a 

transformation of their confusion-contour plots by drawing vectors in 

the directions of the dcminant wavelengths of the RAND filters and read- 

ing the points of intersection of these vector? with the various con- 

fusion contours. This method is admittedly crude, both because their 

original data did noi  allow contours of equal accuracy to be determined 

in all directions on the CIE diagram, and also because their published 

figure is small.  Hence, nc too much credence can be placei in the 

exact shape of the Halsey and Chapanis curves presented in Fig. 11. 

However, taken as a group, the Halsey and Chapanis curves are similar 

to the RAND curves and yield larger JND values, as would be expected, 

considering the greater difficulty of the Halsey and Chapanis experi- 

ment. 

The Holmes curves in Fig. 11 were obtained from his 90-and 50-per- 

cent contours for the recognition of white, treated as the 10- and 50- 

percent contours, respectively, for the recognition of a hue. The CIE 
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vector 1 ngths in the directions of the six RAND dominant wavelengths 

were determined in t^e same '.nanner as those for the Halsey and Chapanis 

curves.  The üol.Ties discrimination experiment w^s the most difficult 

of those considered in Table 6, requiring the positive recognition of 

a hue (rather than a difference between two hues) at very low luminance 

levels.  However, again taken as a group, the Holmes curves in Fig. 11 

are similar to both the RAND curves and the Halsey and Chapanis curves, 

and yield the largest JND values, as would be expected. 

Liscrimination "ellipses" for the data represented in Fig. 11 are 

shown on an enlarged portion of the CIE diagram in Fig. 12.  Only a por- 

tion of the Holmes 50-percent naming-of-white contour is shown, as the 

entire contour is comparable to the size of the page.  Also included in 

Fig. 12 are Halsey and Chapanis's 50-percent confusion contour for their 

standard number 95 and the f>o nearest MacAdam experimental ellipses. 

It is appaient from Fig. 12 that the discriirlnation task with a 

display system such as the one used in the present investigation yields 

an "ellipse" that, although quite asymmetric, has the same general shape 

and orientation as those of MacAdam and Walraven.  By contrast, the more 

difficult tasks employed by Halsey ard  Chapanis and by Holmes yield 

"ellipses" that are markedly different in shape and orientation. The 

asymmetries in the latter can be explained qualitatively in terms of the 

MacAdam results, and the procedure will be applied quantitatively to ex- 

plain the asymnetry in the RAND "ellipse" in the following subsection. 

The Halsey-Chapanis and Holmes "ellipses" will be excluded from further 

comparisons with the RAND "ellipse." 

EMPIRICAL REPRESENTATION OF RESULTC 

The experimental discrimination ellipses of MacAdam, Walraven, and 

RAND are shown, with their achromatic points, on an enlarged portion of 

the CIE diagram in Fig. 13.  The relative locations on the full CIE 

chromaticity diagram are indicated in Fig. 14 for general orientation. 

In Fig. 13, smooth ellipses have been faired through both the RAND 

and the w'alraven data, without regard for the location of the central 

reference points. It must be recalled that MacAdam's original data 
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did not define precise ellipses, although they were symmetrical about 

the reference points by virtue of his data-reduction procedure.  How- 

ever, his data were sufficiently well fitted by symmetrical ellipses 

to allow them tc be treated as such for practical purposes.  Similarly, 

the present data are justifiably smoothed by fitting with an ellipse. 

Figrre 13 clearly indicates the asynunetry about the reference 

point of both the RAND and the Walraven ellipses.  This asytnnetry of 

the RAND ellipse was anticipated, and the resultant form indicated in 

Fig, 13 is quite consistent with that expected from the variation in 

size and orientation of the MacAdam ellipses in different regions of 

the CIE diagram shown in Fig. 15. As one moves in different directions 

on Fig. 15 from the RAND acuromaLic point, the JND vector length changes 

more rapidly in the yellow, green, cyan, and blue directions than in 

the red and magenta directions, resulting in the type of asymmetry 

shown on the RAND ellipse in Fig. 13. This asymmetry is further en- 

hanced by the tritanopic tendencies encountered with small targets, 

and hence may be even greater in the RAND and the Walraven results for 

l/3-deg targets than the MacAda... results of Fig. 13, which are for 2- 

deg targets, would indicate. 

Although the asymmetry of the RAND experimental ellipse is thus 

qualitatively explained, a direct quantitative comparison of the RAND 

and MacAdam ellipses in Fig. 13 is not possible, since they have dif- 

ferent achromatic (or reference) points. This problem may be obviated 

by the use of an empirical procedure devised by MacAdam^  '   to intei.- 

polate among the 25 experimental ellipses shown in Fig. 15.  In the 

linear coordinates cf Fig. 15, the locus (x,y) of each ellipse (actual 

size) relative to its center (x ,y ) may be represented by 

g11(Ax)
2 + 2g12^y + g22(Ay)

2 - 1 (5) 

where 

^JC  »  X - X 
o 

Ay » y - yo 
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0.9 

Fig. 15—The Mac Adam experimental ellipses (X 10) 
(from Ref.l) 
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The color-metric coefficients (g,,, g-jo. &22' are functions of location 

on the CIE diagram, and mav be determined empirically by fairing smooth 

curves through their values for the 25 ellipses of Fig. 15. The results 

thus obtained b> MacAdam (18) are shown in Figs. 16, 17, and 18. 

To constr^ot a MacAdam ellipse about any point (x ,y ) on the CIE 

diagram, we first determine the values of g.., g.», and g22 for the 

point (x ,y ) from Figs. 16, 17, and 18. The orientation of the el- 

lipse's major axis is then given by 

tan 29 
2g 12 

gll " g 22 
(6) 

the vector length of the semi-major axis is given by 

a = ($22 +  812 cot e) 
•1/2 

(7) 

and the vector length of the semi-minor axis by 

b = (gll " 812 COt 9) 
-1/2 

(8) 

where 9 is measured counterclockwise from i;he positive x-direction. 

The construction procedure is illustrated in the following sketch: 

Construction of MacAdam ellipse 
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Fig.17—MacAdam's empirical curves for the color metric coefficient 2g12 

(to be multiplied by 104) 
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0.9 

Fig. 18—Mac Adam's empirical curves for the color metric coefficient g22 

(to be multiplied by 104) 
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The eccentricity of an ellipse may be expressed either as a nu- 

meric e or as an angle 0, the two quantities being related by 

.211/2 
€ =  11 - 1^      = sin 0 (*) m 

Hence 0 - cos"  (b/a), a 0-deg ellipse is a circle, and a 90-deg el- 

lipse is a line. 

The empirical MacAdam ellipse thus determined for the RAND achro- 

matic point (x = 0.417, y ■ 0.397) is shown for direct comparison with 

the RAND experimental ellipse in Fig. 19 on an enlarged portion of the 

CIE diagram.  It should be noted that the RAND experimental ellipse in 

Fig. 19 is the ellipse faired through the original data points in Fig. 

13, whereas the points indicated in Fig. 19 are taken directly from 

this faired ellipse. The smoothed data of Fig. 19 will be used for 

the determination of an empirical representation of th°  present re- 

sults in terms of the MacAdam procedure.  Such smoothing appears jus- 

tified in view of the uncertainties in the present datü as well as the 

possible 30-percent uncertainty in the coefficients g . and the l5-p2r- 

cent uncertainties in the original MacAdam data. 

It should be further noted that the MacAdam empirical ellipse in 

Fig. 19 is symmetric about the achromatic point by virtue of Eq. (5), 

that the ellipse orientation is determined by Eq. (6), and that it is 

a 60-deg ellipse by virtue of the ratio (b/a) given by Eqs. (7) and 

(8). On the other hand, the symmetry, orientatinn, and eccentricity 

of the RAND experimental ellipse in Fig. 19 are the result of a graph- 

ical fit to the RAND experimental data in Fig. 13, using an ellipse 

template and ignoring the achromatic point. Hence the RAND ellipse 

in Fig. 19 is quite asynmetric with respect to the achromatic point, 

its orientation differs slightly from that of the MacAdam ellipse, and 

It Is also a 60-deg ellipse by virtue of graphical best-fit. 

Hence, to interpret fiv ,r it is nececsary to keep the sources 

of the two ellipses clearly in mind. The MacAdam ellipse represents 

the loci of CIE vector lengths for one JND from the achromatic point 

in any direction, where the JND is defined as the standard deviation 
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in color matching under the  conditions of MacAdam's experiment. The 

RAi^) "ellipse" represent* the loci of CIE vectc- lengths for one JND 

from the achromatic point in any direction, where the JND is defined 

as the 50 percent frequency-of-correct-response under the conditions 

of the RAKD experiment. Thua both ellipses in Fig. 19 are the loci of 

unit JNDs. A scaling factor must be determined between these twe unit 

loci if we are to use the MacAdam empivical procedure 'zo represent the 

RAND results. 

The existence of such a scaling factor presumes that the unit JND 

in chromaticity for a display system of the type investigated herein 

is some "multiple" of the ilacAdam unit JND in chromaticity. It is 

readily apparent that no simple scaling procedure exists between the 

two ellipses In the (x,y) coordinates of Fig. 19, due to the asymmetry 

of the RAND ellipse. As noted previously, this asymmetry results pri- 

marily from the fact that equal vector lengths do not represent equal 

perceptual changes in different regions of the (x,y) chromaticity dia- 

grams. Hence the scaling procedure must be performed in a uniform dis- 

crimination space. By definition, the latter is a space in which per- 

ceptually equal distances in any direction from a point are represented 

by equal vector lengths, i.e., a unit JND locus would be a circle. 

Transformation of the coordinates (x,y) of the CIE chromaticity dia- 

gram int such a space yields a uniform chromaticity scale. 

Although there is no completely satisfactory transformation, we 

shall use the one aJopted by the CIE, known as the 1960 C'.E-UCS dia- 

gram,  ^ based on the MacAdam data of Fig. 15. The coordinates (u,v) 

of the 1960 CIE-UCS diagram are given in terms of the coordinates (x,y) 

of the CIE chromaticity diagram by the relations 

u ■ r^rrnrr! <lü> 

iz. 
•2x + l2y + 3 (ID 

The RAND experimental and MacAdam empirical ellipses of Fig. 19 are 

shown on an enlarged portion of the UCS diagram In Fig. 20. Again, 
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smooth ellipses are faired through the transiormed points. One notes 

immediately that the 1960 CIE-UCS transformation does not produce a 

completely uniform chroraatici.ty diagram, but does reduce the eccen- 

tricity of the ellipses. The MacAdam ellipse is reduced from 60-deg 

eccent'-icity in the (x,y) coordinates of Fig. 19 to 30-deg eccentricity 

in the (u.v) coordinates of Fig. 20. The RAND ellipse is similarly re- 

duced from 60- to 45-deg eccentricity» Furthermore, the asymmetry of 

the RAID ellipse in the (x,y) coordinates of Fig, 19 is substantially 

reduced by transformation to the (u.v) coordinates of Fig. 20. 

The rtsiJual asymmetry and greater eccentricity of the RAND el- 

lipse in Fig. 20 is evidence of a tritanopic influtnce in the RAND 

data for 1/3-deg targets; this influence is not accounted for by the 

UCS transformation, the latter being based on 2-deg data. As noted 

by Judd and U/szecki,    to obtain a uniform chromaticity scale dia- 

gram better suited to small targets, one would have to further con- 

dense the violet-green-yeliow portion of the 1960 ÜCS diagram.  Such 

a condensation would have the effect of reducing the minor-axis 

asymmetry and the eccentricity of the RAND ellipse in Fig. 20. In 

the absence of such a transformation, the MacAdam ellipse may be 

scaled to a reasonable fit of the RAND ellipse in Fig. 20 only by a 

change in the eccentricity of the former. 

An examinetion of Fig. Z0 shows that the ratio of the RAND major 

axis to the MacAdam major axis is about 4.3, whereas the ratio of the 

RAND minor axis to the MacAdam minor axis is about 3.9. This is ap- 

proximately the scaimt ratio for a change from a 30- to a 45-deg el- 

lipse (cos 450/cos 30° = 0.82; 3.9/4.5 = 0.87). Hence a scaling fac- 

tor of 4.5 plus an increase in eccentricity of 15 deg applied to the 

MacAdam empirical procedure should yield an adequate representation 

of the RAND experimental results. A MacAdam ellipse thus scaled will 

be termed a RAND-MacAdam ellipse, and is shown as the dashed ellipse 

in the UCS diagram of Fig. 20 for comparison with the RAND data 

Since an ellipse in the (x,y) diagram is required for design pur- 

poses in order to specify the differences in chromaticity coordinates, 

the comparison will also be made in the chromaticity diagram. The 

RAND-MacAdam empirical ellipse in Fig. 20 is converted to (x,y) co- 

ordinates by means of the inverse transformation 
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3u 
2u - 8v + 4 

V 
u - 4v + 2 

(12) 

^  *  u - iir 4. 9 (^3) 

Vhe resulting ellipse is co^pated with the RAND data in Fig. 21. The 

fit is satisfactory, and it is therefore concluded that the RAND re- 

sults may be represented by the appropriately modified MacAdam procedure. 

It is to be emphasized that the scaling procedure must be applied 

to the MacAdam ellipse in the CIE-ÜCS diagram, and the resulting RAM)- 

MscAdam ellipse then transformed to the CIE chromaticity diagram. The 

latter, as in Fig. 21, then gives the loci of CIE vectcr leng KB repre- 

senting unit JND steps in any direction from the reference po'nt for a 

display system of the type investigated herein. 

EXTRAPOLATION OF RESULTS 

T'ie direct experi- .tal reaulr of the present investigation is 

that a suitable scaling procedure can be used with the MacAdam empiri- 

cal procedure to predict the chromaticity JND from the 3200 K chromatic 

point (equivalent to saturation JND) for a static display system of the 

type tested. 

Although it might retain the same format as Hie present static sys- 

tem, an operational display system will most probably contain two addi- 

tional pararocers:  (1) the several test spots will be in relative 

motion; and (2) increases in saturation of individual spots beycJ one 

JND will be used to encode additional information into the display. The 
CD effect of motion of the test spot must be investigated separately. ' 

A procedure lor determining additional JND steps in chromaticity may 

be obtained by extrapolation of the present results. 

The following procedure may be used to determine the next JND 

step in a given direction from a particular point (x,y) on the RAND- 

MacAdam ellipse of Fig. 21: 
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(1) Calculate the MacAdam ellipse about the point (x,y) using 

Figs. 16, 17, and 18 and Eqs. (6), (7), and (8). 

(2) Transform the MacAdam ellipse to (u,v) coordinates using Eqs. 

(10) and (11). 

(3) On the UCS (u,v) diagram multiply the major axis of the Mac- 

Adam ellipse by 4.5 and increase its eccentricity by 15 deg 

to obtain the RAND-MacAdam ellipse. 

(4) Transform the RAND-MacAdam ellipse back to the CiE (x,y) dia- 

gram using Eqs. (12) and (13). 

The above procedure may then be repeated for the next JND step in chroma- 

ticity, in order to cover the low-saturation region about the achro- 

matic point. 

Several arguments may be advanced to justify the preceding ex- 

trapolation. First, the RAND JND ellipse is the mean for the 39-sub- 

ject data, which exhibit rather large individual differences among the 

subjects.  For dejign calculations, a -ean result "typical" of the gen- 

eral color-normal population is ncedeu.  The MacAdam procedure, based 

on his one-subject data, has been shown '  to be "typical" in this sense. 

The RAND 39-subject mean serves to determine the typical scaling fac- 

tors for use with the MacAdam procedure. 
(12) 

Second, although Halsey and Chapanis^ ' also found large individu- 

al variations in discrimination ability among their 20 subjects, the 

relative sizes of the confusion contours for any given subject were 

quite consistent. Thus a subject who produced large contours in one 

area of the CIE chromaticity diagram also produced large contours in 

all other areas of the diagram. Furthermore, the contours produced by 

the different subjects for the same reference point varied only in size, 

and not in <.hape or orientation. Halsey-Chapanis mean 10-percent con- 

tours gave scaling factors of about 30 when compared with MacAdam el- 

lipses. The Halsey-Chapanis results indicate the existence of a scaling 

factor chat is approximately constant throughout the CIE diagram even 

for their complex display system. This provides a Justification for 

usiag the RA.^ scaling procedure over a substantially larger region 

of the CIE diagram than that for which the factor was experimentally de- 

termined . 
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Firally, the asymmetry of the RAND experimental ellipse is ade- 

quately determined by the limited number of hue-series used, so that 

comparison with the MacAdam procedure n the UCS diagram is meaningful. 

This is clearly shown by Fig. 22, w'.ich is a plot of experimental satu- 

ration thresholds as a function of dominant wavelength. The RAND hue- 

serias are properly spaced for the determination of the asymmetries. 

It is the residual asymmetry on the minor ?xis of the RAND ellipse 

in Fig. 20 that requires an increase in eccentricity of the MacAdam el- 

lipse in the scaling procedure. This results in a compromise fit of the 

RAND data by a symmetric ellipse. As previously noted, it seems most 

probable that the residual asymmetry of the RAND ellipse   the 1960 

^lE-UCS diagram is a defect in the transformation itself  <nd that in 

xact the transformation is not the most appruj. 'ate for t.3all targets 

in a ^srk surround, as used herein. For such cases the yellow-green- 

violt half of the ellipse should be condensed more in the UCS diagram 

than the transformation affords.  It should be possible to develop a 

new UCS diagram with these properties and thus to handle the JND spec- 
! 

ifications for display systems similar to that investigated herein by 

means of a uniform scaling factor.  In such a development it might be 
(22) 

more appropriate to use the procedure of Stiles,    which, though more 

complex than that of MacAdam, is perhaps better suited to chromaticity 

spacing calculations for small targets on a dark surround.     However, 

such a consideration is beyond the scope of the present investigationt 

which was to determine the scaling procedur?. to be used with the Mac- 

Adam ellipse. 

The importance of the preceding arguments for justifying the extrap- 

olation of the present results can scarcely be overemphasized- The ex- 

perimental determination of the single RAND ellipse required a lengthy 

and complex investigation. Yet the task was relatively easy compared 

to that of MacAdam, in which each ellipse was the result of a very large 

number of observations under invariant conditions for a single observer. 

These latter conditions are strictly necessary for the empirical determi- 

nation of a uniform calculation procedure embracing the entire CIE dia- 

gram. Application of the MacAdam results to the RAND scaling procedure, 

determined for the most important region (i.e., about the achromatic 
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point), can be expected to yield results of reasonably uniform validity 

for the region near the achromatic point. This would likely include 

the region of interest for encoding display systems of the type investi- 

gated, which involve low saturations.  Attempts to determine separate 

scaling factors for different areas of this region are  not indicated, 

and the present results should be adequate to guide design calculations 

for such display systems. Furth.i. effort would be more appropriately 

directed toward the developraent of a ÜCS calculation procedure more 

suitable for such display systems. 

DISPLAY SYSTEM DESIGN 

The use of variable color to encode additional information about 

the object represented by a target spot in a display system requires 

a design relationship between changes in the information irput level 

and the corresponding chromaticity change in the target spot. As- 

suming that the chromaticity of an individual target spot is intended 

to facilitate its selection or rejection by the observer, an appropri- 

ate design relationship might be developed in terms of a mosaic of 

chromatic!ties about the achromatic point. The latter would represent 

the "white" target spots, i.e., those for which the input levels of 

chromaticity information were insignificant. The grid points of the 

mosaic would represent integral multiples of the JM) in chromaticity 

from the achromatic point and from adjacent grid points. These dis- 

crete steps would then correspond to various levels of significance 

of the chromaticity information inputs. Such a system may bs prefer- 

able to one employing continuously variable chromaticity for several 

reasons. First, a continuous subthreshold variation of chromaticity, 

being undetected, could represent a needless complexity in the system. 

Second, the variation in a given information input level will likely 

have to excaed some predetermined threshold to attain significance. 

And finally, since the assumed purpose of variable color encoding is 

to aid the observer's selection of a few spots out of several, step 

chromaticity changes will likely enhance his detection ability. 
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Unit JND chromaticity steps for such a discrete system may be 

determined from the RAND-MacAdam ellipses by meaiis of the combined 

analytical/graphical procedure presented above. 

If several distinct hues are aesired for use in a display system 

their choice may be guided by the requirements that each hue have a 

simple color-name acceptable to most people and that no two  hues are 

likely to he confused by an observer. 
/I TV 

The results of Halsey and Chapanis^   indicate that at least 

six hues that satisfy these requirements may be chosen, and a six-hue 

display system based on their recommendaticns would employ chromaticity 

changes from the white point toward the following dominant wavelengths: 

450 m^ (violet), 485 my, (blue), 545 mp, (green), 580 mp, (yellow), 620 mp, 

(red), and 560c JUIJ, (purple). The color-names given in parentheses are 

rather arbitrary in some instances, and could be replaced by code words 

if desired. A comparison of the above dominant wavelengths with those 

indicated in Fig. 5 shows that the six hues used in the present investi- 

gation form an acceptable set. 

Finally, the present results indicate that human chromaticity dis- 

crimination ability is only moderately degraded for widely separated 

1/3-deg target spots in an overall field subtending 17 deg. Although 

motion of the target spots might be expected to further degrade dis- 

crimination ability, the probable closer spacing resulting within the 

same 17-deg field might be expected to enhance discrimination ability, 

and the effects might essentially cancel each other.  Dynamic studies 

using a format similar to that investigated herein are required to re- 

solve this question.  In any event, the 1/3-deg target spot size appears 

appropriate for this type of display system. 

The preceding remarks should be applicnble to other similar dis- 

play situations in which color is used as a means of encoding additional 

information. 
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

The questions posed for the present investigation were:  (1) Is 

it meaningful to use the MacAdam results, scaled by an appropriate 

factor, to calculate color discrimination vectors for multi-image dis- 

plays? (2) And If so, what is the magnitude of the scaling factor? 

The direct experimental result of the present Investigation is 

that suitable scaling factors can be used with the MacAdam empirical 

procedure to predict the constant-brightness chromaticity JND from the 

3200 K chromatic point (equivalent to saturation JND) for a static dis- 

play system of the type tested. The multiplicative factor required is 

moderate, being about 4.5 in the CIE 1960 uniform Chromaticity Scale 

diagram, accompanied by a 15-deg increase in eccentricity. 

Analysis cf the present results and their comparison with related 

previous investigations thus indicate that the answer to the first 

question above is affirmative. As for the second question, a quanti- 

tative scaling procedure based on an extrapolation of the present ex- 

perimental results is presented for use in the low-saturation region 

surrounding the achromatic point. This would likely include the region 

of interest for encoding display systems of the type Investigated, which 

involve small self-luminous targets on a dark surround. 

The present results Indicate that human chromaticity discrimination 

ability is only moderately degraded for widely separated 1/3-deg target 

spots in an overall field subtending 17 deg.  Evidence of tritanopic ef- 

fects is found with the 1/3-deg targets, so that the degradation in 

discrimination ability is greater along the ytllow-blue axis than in 

other directions. This tritanopic influence is moderate with the 1/3- 

deg targets tested, and is approximately accounted for in the proposed 

scaling procedure. 

The saturation JNDs for individual subjects fall ir a b-ünd of 

about i 30 percent arounc the 39-subject mean.  This intersubject vari- 

ation is consistent with previous investigations of this type, and in- 

dicates that for an operational display system some selection procedure 

might be used to obtain a group of observers of reasonably uniform ability. 
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The potential usefulness of such screening procedures is further indi- 

cated by the correlations between a post-test questionnaire and test 

performance. 

The present results also indicate that luminosity differences of 

about one percent among the separated 1/3-deg targets are probably sub- 

liminal. This implies that holding the brightnesses of multiple ai   '-a 

constant to within about one percent should not affect the interspot 

saturation JNDs in an operational system similar to that investigated 

herein. This could constitute a substantial relaxation in brightness 

tolerance over that resulting from a direct application of bipartite- 

field data which yield a brightnese JND of about one percent. 

The present experimental results and approximate scaling proceduies 

should be adequate co guide preliminary design calculations for display 

systems similar to the one tested. The analytical/graphical scaling 

procedure presented may be converted into a purely analytical procedure 

for computer programming. However, further analytical effort would be 

more apprcpiiately directed toward the development of a ÜCS diagram 

better suited to color discrimination of small targets on a dark sur- 

round. With such a diagram, the present experimental results should 

determine a single multiplicative scaling factor without changes in 

eccentricity. 

The effect of target-spot motion requires separate investigation. 
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Appendix 1 

STATIC COLOR - JND - POST-TEST QUSSTIONNAIRC 

Date: Subject;   

READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Recently you participated as a subject in a series of color-dis- 

crimination tests.  In all such psychophysical tests, Intersubject 

variability is an important parameter which is essentially beyond the 

control of the  investigator. However, failure to properly account fer 

such variability can sometimes obviatt the i-.sefulness of the test data, 

The following questionnaire seeks information for known correlates in 

intersubject variability. We would appreciate your continued coopera- 

tion by completing this questionnaire. 

Please answer the questions in order; do not read through the 

questionnaire before starting. 
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1- What criteria did you use to determine which, if any, light 

spot was different?  

2, Did you use a regular sequence of comparing the four spots 

in a test presentation?    (1) Yes;    (2) ___ No.  If yes, num- 

bes: in sequence (i.e., 1-2-3—) on the diagram the search pattern you 

used: 

UL UR 

LL LR v3) Yes, but don't remember. 

3. Have you had previous experience with psychophysical  tests? 

(1)   No; (2)   Yes.    If yes,  as  (3)   subject; (4)   

investigator. 

4. Do you smoke?    (1) __ No;    (2)   Moderately < 20/day; 

(3)   Heavily > 20/day;    (4)   Pipe;    (5)  Cigars. 

5. Did you notice differences in the light spots during the tests 

which you rejected as not being color differences?    (1) _ _ Fre- 

quently;-    (2)   Occasionally;    (3)   Rarely;    (4)   

Never;    (5)  Don't Remember. 

6. Your gtneral professional area may be classified as: 

(1)   Physics;    (2)   Biology;    (3) ___ Psychology; 

(4) Medicine;    (5)  Ncne of these. 
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7. Did one half of the field generally seem brighter than the 

other?    '.1) Left Spots;    (2)   Right Spots;    (3)  

About Same;     (4)  _ Don't Remember. 

8. How would you describe you*.- posture during the test sessions? 

(1)   Straight;    (2) __ Relaxed;    (3)   Don't Remember. 

9. Were you physically comfortable during the test sessions? 

(1)   Yes;    (2)   No. 

10. Are you familiar with the general subject of color? 

(1)   Professionally;    (2)   Artistically;  <3)   Neither. 

11. What color is your hair?   

12. Did you notice any variation in the size of the light spots 

during the test sequences?    (1) ^ _ Yes;    (2)   No. If yes, 

did it annoy you?    (3)   Yes;    (4) __ No. Did it make your 

task more difficult?    (5) _ _ Yes;    (6) No. 

13. Did you feel that your position relative to the test screen 

was:    (1)   Too Close;    (2)   About Right;    (3) _ _ Too 

Far;    (4)   Don't Remember. 

14. How would you describe the general room illumination during 

the tests?    (1)   High;    (2) MoJerate;    (3) Subdued; 

(4)   Low. 

15. Do you have favorite colors? (1) No; (2)    _   Yes, 

viz: 

16,  Are there some colors you distinctly dislike?    (1)   No; 

(2)    Yes, viz:        
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17. Did you understand the purpose of the tests in which you par- 

ticipated?    (1) __ In Detail;    (2)   In General;  (3)  

Vaguely, or not at all. 

18. What motivated your willingness to participate in the tests? 

(1) _  Profe&sional Interest;    (2"' General Interest; 

(3) _____ Just Cooperative. 

19. Did you consciously move your head while comparing th-j four 

spots in a test piosentatijn?    (1) Yes;    (2) _  No; 

(3) _  Don't Remember. 

20. What color did the background (test screen) appear to you? 

21. When in doubt did you choose the spot which seemed the most 

different?    (1) ___ Always;    (2)   Usually;    (3) __ Rarely; 

(4"> Never. 

22. After participating in th-sse tests would you say that your 

interest in color and vision has:    (1)  __ Increased;    (2) _^ Re- 

mained Unchinged;    (3) Decreased. 

23. What color are your eyes? # 

24. Have you ever served as a radar obseivti.-?    (1)   Yes; 

(2)   No. 

25. Are you more than casually familiar with the aspects of human 

color vision?    (1)  Yes;    (2)    No. 
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26. How would you rate your competence in photography? 

Black and White 

(I) _____ Professional;    (2) Advanced Amateur;    (3)   

Layman. 

Color 

(4)   Professional;    (5)   Advanced Amateur;    (3)  _ 

Layman. 

27. Did you become tired or uncomfortable during a test session? 

(1) Yes;    (2) No. 

28. Was the brightness level of the test spots 0eiieraliy: 

(1)   Glaring;    (2)  Bright;    (3)   Conifortable; 

(4)   Dim. 

29. Were you consciously aware of a specific hue whe.i reporting 

a positive choic- of one of tne four light spots?    (1) ___ Usually; 

(2) ^ _ Occasionally;    (3)  Never;    (4, ___ Don't Remember. 

30. Have you actively participated professionally in experimental 

investigations?    (1)  Frequently;    (2) _^ _ Occasionally; 

(3)   Rarely;    (4) ___ Never. 

31. How would you judge your complexion?    (1)   Fair; 

(2)   Medium;    (3)  Dark. 

32. Are the results of the tests of professional intert *" to you? 

(1)   No;    (2)   Yes. 

33. Do you, or have j'ou, painted as a hobby?    (1)  '.'es; 

(2) _ _ No. 
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34. Toward the end of the test did you find your task; 

(1)   Easier;    (2) ___ Mort Difficult;    (3) _ _ About the Same. 

35. Are you on a special diet?    (1) _^ Weight Control; 

(2) Other Reasons;    (3)  No. 

36. Do you normally wear sunglasses when outside during the day? 

(1)   Yes;    (2)   No. 

37. Did you know what colors to expect during the tests from 

prior ksa'-iedge of the test slides?    (1) Yes;    (2)   No. 

38. Did you think the light spots were:    (1)   Too Small; 

(2) ___ Too Large;    (3) About Right. 

39  Are you willing to participate as a subject in additional 

tests?    (1) ___ Of the Same Type;    (2)   Of Different Types; 

(3)   No. 

40. Are you under continued medication of any kind?   (1) _  Yes; 

(2)  No. 

41. During the test sequences did the light spots ever blur or ap- 

pear double?    (1)   Yes;    (2) __ No. 

42. Do your extra-RAND activities require close eye-work? 

(1)  Yes;    (2)   No, If yes, state nature of activity  
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Static Color - JND - Post-Test Questionnaire 

Scoring Instructions 

The questionnaire is designed to provide information on intersub- 

ject variability which can be useful in two ways:  (1) aid in explaining 

large sample deviations in JND LCC results; (2) increase confidence 

limits in JND test results by applying corrections where appropriate. 

The information for each S is encoded into nine indices. The in- 

tended measure of, and the scoring method for, eacK index is given below. 

The significance of the seve al indices may be checked a posteriori 

by standard statistical methods of hypothesis testing. 

I. Clinical Indices: Measure of three factors (Systemic, Adaptive, 

Pigment) of S which might be expected to correlate with anomalous devi- 

acions in JND results. 

i 

Systemic; (5) Max 

#4: (1) = 0 (3) = 2 (5) = 1 

(2) = 1 (4) = 1 

#35: (1) = 1 (2) = 1 (3) = 0 

#40: (1) = 2 (2) = 0 

Adaptive: (5) Max 

#14: (1) = 2 (3) = 0 

(2) » 1 (4) = 0 

#28: (1) = 2 (3) = 0 

(2) = 1 (4) = 0 

#36: (1) = 1 (2) = 0 

Pigment: (8) Max 

#11: blend 

black 

2 = 0 

2 

red, irown = 1 

#23: b)U€ 

brown » 

0 

2 

hazel , green - 1 

#31: (1) - 0 (2) = 1 (3) = 2 

Race: C = 0 M = 1 N = 2 
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II. Judgment Indices: Measure of the severity of S requirements 

for a positive spot choice. Judgment Indices i« seasured directly by 

the Criteria Inde and inversely by the Guessing Index. 

Criteria;  (10 Max) 

Question Response 

#1: hue (color) cnl; 

hue first, then 
brightness (in- 
tensity) 

any difference 

#5: (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

#7: (1) or (2) 

(3) 

(4) 
#12: (1) 

(2) 
#21: (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

#29: (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

III. Miscellaneous Indices: 

Guessing:  (7 Max) 

C - Score 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

2 

1 

0 

0 

Score 

0 

I 

0 

0 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

ward serving as a subject in test series (10 max). 

#2: (1) =1       (2) = 0 

#8: (1} =0       (2) = 1       (3) = 1 

#9 & #27: 9(1) + 27(2) = 1 

any other = 0 
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#12: (2) + 0 + 

(1) + (3) 

(1) + (4) 

0=0 

+ (5)/(6) = 0 

+ (5)/(6) = 1 

#13: (1) = o 

(2) = 1 

(3) = 0 

(4; = i 

#18: (1) - 1 (2) = 1 (3) = 0 

#22: (1) = 1 (2) = 0 (3) = 0 

#28: (1) = o 

(2) = 0 

(3) = 1 

(4) = 0 

#32: (1) = o (2) = 1 

#39: (1) + (2) 

any other 

= 1 

= 0 

Color Index: Measure of S general color awareness (10 max). 

#6, #10, #25 #6 #10 #25 Score 

(l)-(4) (3) (2) 0 

(n-(4) (3) (1) 1 

(l)-(4) (l)/(2) (2) 1 

(l)-(4) (l)/(2) CD 2 

(5) (3) (l)/(2)      0 

(5) (l)/(2) (l)/(2)      1 

#15 & #16: 15(2) + 16(2) = 1 

any o ther T- 0 

#20: gray/neutral/achromatic/ ancolored = 1 

any other = 0 

#26: (1) = 0 (3) = 0 (5) - 1 

(2) = 0 (4) = 2 (6) = 0 

#29: (1) = 1 

(2) » 0 

(3) = 0 

(4) ■ 0 

#33: (1) - 1 (2) = 0 

#37 and Color 
Slide Identify • 

Corre 
Slide Res 

;t 
ponses 

Scor 
with 37(1) 

e 
with 37(2) 

all G (NbS or Wratten)      1 2 

5 0 1 

4 or 1 ess 0 0 
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Color Slide Responses 

Tratten NBS (A) NBS (loci) 

Red orange pink reddish-orange 

Blue purple pink purpli&h-blae 

Green green yellow yellow-green 

Yellow yellow orange yellowish-orange 

Magenta pink orange purplish-red 

Cyan yellow green green 

Fatigue Index: Measure of S general tendency toward fatiguing 

during test sessions (10 max). 

#8: (1) =1       (2) = 0 

#9 & #27:    9(2) + 27(1) = 1 

any other = 0 

(1) + (3) + (5) = 1 

any other ■ 0 

(3) = 0 

#12: 

#13: 

#34: 

#38: 

#41: 

VA-PP: 

OU-SV; 

(1) = 1 

(2) = 0 

(1) = 0 

(1) - 1 

(1) = 2 

(Pseudo) Presby. • 1 

(Pseudo) Stabis. = 1 

(3) = 1 

(4) = 0 

(2) = 1 

(2) = 1 

(2) = 0 

(3) 

(3) 

0 

0 

Test Index: Measure of S experience and activities of type which 

might be expected to enhance S performance in JND tests (10 max). 

#2: 

#3: 

#17 

#18 

#24 

#26 

(1) = 1 

(1) - 0 

(1) - 1 

(1) = 1 

(1) - 1 

(l)/(4) = 1 

all others =» 0 

(2) = 0 

(2) + (3)/(4) - 1 

(2) + (3) + (4) = 2 

(2) =0       (3) = 0 

(2) =0       (3) = 0 

(2) - 0 

(1) + (4) - 1 
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#30: (1) =  1 (3) = 0 

(2) = 0 (4) = 0 

#37: (1)  =  1 (2) = 0 

#42: (1) =  1 (2)  = 0 
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Appendlx II 

SUBJECT PRE-TEST INSTRUCTIONS 

This is a series of tests to determine the minimum color differen- 

ces required for discriminatior of spot images.  Each display format 

consists of four images in a rectangular pattern. Each display will 

have either one spot different in color from the rest or all spots 

will be identical. Your response should be stated as either upper 

left, upper right, lower left, lower right, or no difference. Remem- 

ber that you are looking for differences primarily in hues (color) and 

secondarily for differences in apparent brightness. Those images which 

are different range through six different hues of the spectrum. The 

following sample slides illustrate the procedure: 

Sample slide (A) has a hue difference in the lower right image. 

Sample slide (B) har- no hue differences. 

Sample slide (C) has a hue difference in the upper left image. 

Sample slide (X) has a small hue difference in the lower left 
image which may be seen as an apparent brightness difference. 

Remember that color differences in these demonstration slides have 

been greatly exaggerated and that color differences in the tests which 

follow will be much less. Please do not guess, but give your first im- 

pression of the display.  If you see no differences, so state. You will 

have 10 sec to view each display. 
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